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 In response to the meaningful slowdown in global and US economic growth, which has become evident in 

recent months, the Fed chose to pause its policy of consistently raising short-term interest rates earlier this year. 

Over the prior thirty years, the Fed has never paused rate increases without subsequently cutting rates. We be-

lieve this time will not be different. The Fed’s significant pivot away from its prior tightening bias is the clearest 

indication, in our view, that Fed Chair, Jerome Powell, and the Federal Open Market Committee, overestimated 

the strength and durability of US economic growth as 2018 came to a close. This policy shift represents a signifi-

cant reversal given that the Fed raised the Federal Funds rate just a few months ago. As our clients and loyal read-

ers know, slower economic growth and lower interest rates were both outcomes we had been anticipating for 

some time. Further signs of economic moderation are evident in the downward trend in global Purchasing Man-

agers  Indices (PMI), see figure 1. This slowdown appears to be taking hold as the positive economic impulse from 

the US Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017 fades. Fixed income markets across the globe have responded well to this 

slowdown. Rates have fallen meaningfully causing bond prices to appreciate in response to the increased proba-

bility that Central Banks, across the world, are likely to cut interest rates meaningfully and may even need to com-

mit to further Quantitative Easing (QE) in the not-to-distant future. Ten year US Treasury yields have declined by 

over 0.60% or 60 basis points, year-to-date, as economic uncertainty has increased. The bond market has priced 

in a number of rate cuts for 2019 as well as 2020.  We believe this is an appropriate reaction, as the current busi-

ness cycle comes to close. 
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 Contrary to many of our peers in the broader financial services community, we shared our growth concerns 

with our clients, throughout 2018. We also indicated that any rise in rates during 2018 would likely be fleeting, 
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providing an attractive entry point for municipal bond investors seeking to add to their position in preparation 

for the next recession.  We began positioning client portfolios in the second quarter of 2018 for the current de-

celeration in growth.  We extended target durations across our strategies given our expectation that falling rates 

would contribute significantly to client total rates-of-return over the coming months. With the benefit of hind-

sight, we now know that this decision was a very good one.  Our Municipal Credit Opportunities (MCO) and Mu-

nicipal Market Duration strategies (MMD) have delivered returns that are among the highest in the municipal, 

Separately Managed Account industry.  On a year-over-year basis, MCO and MD have returned 6.88% and 4.71% 

net-of-fees, respectively as of 5/31/2019.  When one considers that a large proportion of these returns is derived 

from tax-free income, the taxable equivalent returns we have delivered are meaningfully higher still. 

 As we look forward, we anticipate a continuation of strong inflows into the municipal bond market from indi-

vidual investors. Tax reform and the elimination of many itemized deductions have increased demand for the 

attractive tax-free income our strategies deliver.  Given the Fed’s concerns regarding the deceleration in domes-

tic and global economic growth, we believe that the next move in interest rates is likely to be lower.  This will 

serve municipal bond investors well, should interest rates continue to fall as bond prices rise.  In an environment 

of lower absolute yields, increased “carry” or income, together with tactical opportunistic investing, is an ideal 

strategy for this new environment.  We are very pleased that Clinton Investment Management’s clients are well 

positioned to continue benefiting from rising economic uncertainty, both now and in the future.   

 Please feel free to contact us directly should you have any questions about this commentary or the municipal 

bond market more broadly. 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Andrew Clinton 
CEO 
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Disclosure – Municipal Credit Opportunities  

Disclosure – Market Duration  


